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At a glance 

Electric mobility is seen as a highly promising technology that can help addressing severe 

global challenges such as climate change and fossil fuel dependency. Thus the Austrian 

government is pushing e-mobility. 

Austria committed to have 250,000 e-vehicles on its roads by 2020. In order to reach the 

goal, e-mobility has to be further forced in the country. 

Now the first hype for e-mobility has calmed down people know more about e-mobility, 

however only a limited number of persons have driven an e-car already. And, e-cars are still 

quite expensive and the infrastructure not developed everywhere in the country. 

Professional car sharing in Austria is established in bigger cities, but in smaller towns other 

paths have to be found. 

In Austria, some sparsely populated municipalities - with rather limited public transport - 

decided to implement peer-to-peer e-car sharing. The e-cars have been purchased by the 

municipalities, or by an organization created especially for this reason, and serve as 

municipality car on the one hand, and as shared car for private persons on the other. 

There were two main intentions for the implementation of peer-to-peer car sharing: offering 

the citizens a cost-efficient, comfortable and affordable completion to public transport. The 

second idea was – in the long run – the replacement of the second car in the households. 

In each region, the idea was taken up by one person who loved the idea of a shared e-car 

and invited others to participate in the community of car sharers. Without the personal 

commitment of the initiator, the implementations would not have taken place. 

We interviewed local drivers who participated in the scheme; the interviews showed the initial 

fears which might be the same in similar regions. 

The focus in the evaluation was not only on the positive experience, but also on the 

drawbacks and possible improvements in order to foster e-cars and e-car sharing. In order to 

provide best possible support, potential users and useful hints concerning the vehicle itself 

and its location are given. 
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Austrian Model Regions for E-Mobility 

In contrast to cities where the citizens are offered many mobility options, the private car in 

rural areas and small cities is often the only possibility to run the daily errands. So the car will 

be fully justified also in the future. 

However, following the goals of energy autonomy and the reduction of greenhouse gases, 

the electrification of the vehicles are inevitable. But electric vehicles are no longer the 

universal limo van, but have their dedicated domain. To tackle the new challenges like limited 

range and high purchase cost, cars should be used very efficiently and in combination with 

public transport. In order to convert from combustion engines to electric drive, not only the 

power unit has to be replaced, but also new ways of organising our mobility have to be 

found. 

 

Car sharing of course seems to be the magic word of the day. With car sharing we can use 

cars more efficiently and we can use different types of cars for different purposes. Though, 

car sharing with e-cars is not established yet and car sharing in sparsely populated areas 

neither. The reasons are: 

 People are not used to electric cars, so they require 

thorough explanation. Since car sharing is usually 

organised as a self-service system, a personal 

introduction is not possible. 

 Purchase costs for electric cars are still much higher 

than for cars with internal combustion engines. 

 Long charging times reduce the flexibility, the 

availability and thus the cost effectiveness. 

 Since people living in sparsely populated areas are 

much more depending on the car, the availability is a 

crucial point. However, the second or third car in the 

household involves high costs. Car sharing can only 

run if people are involved since the density in rural 

areas is much too small to create a natural demand. 

 

Hence, car sharing in smaller cities and rural areas demands a different concept. Peer-to-

peer car sharing with electric cars seems to be the way to go. 

Model Region for E-Mobility 

 

Photo: VLOTTE 
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Peer-to-peer Car sharing
 

 

Since people sharing a car in a small community know each other, they are all interested that 

the system works. The loyalty and responsibility taken by the participants is much higher 

than in commercial systems. Small workings (e.g. cleaning) are done by the members 

themselves and the operator doesn’t have to pay for it. To improve the commitment and the 

usage of the car, a membership fee and rather low usage fees have proved to be sensible. 

The membership fee reflects the high fix costs and the commitment of the members to the 

system. Since the membership fee has to be profitable and the usage fees are low, the car is 

usually very well booked and used efficiently. 

To make the system run smoothly, modern technology like internet booking, automated 

drivers logbook and smart card access is necessary. Unfortunately, this technology is still 

quite costly and complex to install. Private persons usually are not willing to take the risk for 

this investment. But it came out to be rather successful if a municipality takes the 

responsibility for the financial part of the car sharing project. Usually a project group of 

engaged people prepares the project and tries to convince all other citizens to join the 

project. Through the strong personal involvement and the fascination of the new technology 

of the electric drive, the members help each other to make the project successful. 

Our car! Peer-to-peer car sharing is about 
sharing, not renting a car 

 

Photo: Drive Bea 

Peer-to-peer Car sharing 

is the process in which existing 

car owners make their vehicle 

available to others in order to rent 

it for short periods of time. The 

renting process is closely aligned 

with traditional car clubs such as 

Flinkster, but replaces a typical 

fleet with a ‘virtual’ fleet made up 

of vehicles from participating 

owners. Participating renters can 

access nearby the affordable 

vehicle and pay only for the time 

they use it. 
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Overcoming hurdles 

Since peer-to-peer car sharing is a mixture between a private and a commercial action, it is 

not clear which justice to dispense. Peer-to-peer car sharing is rather new, thus jurisdiction in 

this field is not yet available and the opinions of the experts differ. Expert advice had to be 

obtained to support the municipalities. 

There is hardly any experience with peer-to-peer car sharing since there is a small number of 

examples yet. The success of the project is much depending on the opinion leaders within 

the municipality (esp. project manager and mayor) and the acceptance of the citizens who 

are able to convince their cohabitants. 

The third point is the reliability of the car itself as well as the car sharing equipment. 

Vorarlberg was one of the first European 

model regions for electric mobility. A 

significant number of preproduction series or 

retrofitted vehicles have been applied. 

Unfortunately, those vehicles caused many 

problems and were not suitable to elate 

people about electric cars. In contrary: those 

teething troubles worsened the image of 

electric cars for years. With the now 

available series production vehicles this 

problem is widely solved. 

Car sharing in everyday life should be as 

convenient as possible. Modern car sharing equipment allows organizing smooth processes 

and offers high security. People have to be aware that they have to book their car before 

they can start running the car. Opening a car by smart card is a new experience and some 

people feel uneasy. It is very important that the system runs smoothly and is reliable because 

otherwise the users can lose confidence in the whole system and it is hard to regain 

confidence. It is important to give the user a contact to address in case of need and to 

provide him with detailed information and instructions. 

Besides the car sharing system, also the charging infrastructure may cause problems. The 

charging time and the limited range is a smaller problem than expected. However, good 

information of the customer about the actual battery status as well as possible charging 

problems help people to tackle with this constraint and to gain confidence in the system.  

The best way to get in touch with (possible) car sharing users is the face-to-face contact at 

events in the municipality or specially organised presentations. The individual contact is 

probably the secret to success of peer-to-peer car sharing. 

Pre-series vehicles with teething troubles 

 

Photo: VLOTTE 
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Exemplary cases 

Small cities 

Baden is a wealthy city in the south of 

Vienna with about 25,000 inhabitants. 

The “bea” (abbreviation for electric car of 

Baden) was initiated and organized by the 

energy department of the city administration 

in cooperation with the fair trade store and 

implemented in March 2014. 

“Bea” is a Renault Kangoo ZE (100% 

electric) and is shared by 28 inhabitants and 

4 commercial partners. The contact point for 

the car sharing offer is the local fair trade 

organisation. “Bea” was planned to serve as 

a second car for ecology-minded citizens as 

well as giving companies the possibility to use a functional EV. This way electric mobility 

becomes easy and affordable. Baden evolves into a model city for e-mobility. 

After five months of operation the organizer is very satisfied with the acceptance of “bea”. 

The balance is more than 300 bookings and 7,500 driven kilometres powered by 1,800 kWh 

renewable electricity. Three members of “bea” already sold their first car, two families are 

planning to do it. The feedback of the users is very positive. 

 

The municipality of Hard is situated in the 

west of Austria at the Lake Constance, in the 

neighbourhood of the regional capital 

Bregenz and has about 13,000 inhabitants. 

A former industrial area is now revitalised as 

residence, business, and municipality centre 

and comprises a home for elderly people.  

The area is planned as a “Smart City” with a 

broad spectrum of alternative modes of 

transport. Although partly still under 

construction, the municipality started e-car 

sharing with their own e-car in March 2014. 

It is mainly used for business trips of the 

municipality itself, but now open for all citizens (since August 2014).  

In 2015, when the construction will be completed, it is planned to integrate two additional 

e-cars in the car sharing scheme and offer more flexibility to all users. Furthermore it will be 

also tested how e-car sharing can be integrated in a smart grid application. 

Baden: EV for commercial & private use 

 

Photo: Drive BEA, Baden 

Hard: Municipality car shared with residents 

 

Photo: Mobilitätsinstitut Vorarlberg 
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Villages in rural areas 

Gaubitsch is a small village (870 inhabitants) 

in the northern Weinviertel (wine district), a 

sparsely populated area with hardly any public 

transport. The nearest cities are Laa an der 

Thaya, (6,000 inhabitants, 10 km away) and 

Mistelbach (11,000 inhabitants, 25 km away). 

People are thus very much depending on their 

private cars. Many households have a second 

or even third car, which is usually used rather 

ineffectively.  

One of the goals was to provide an 

opportunity to replace the second car and to 

become independent from non-renewable sources of energy and to use solar or wind power 

instead. The electric car which was purchased in summer 2012 for the car sharing scheme is 

a Renault Kangoo ZE with a large storage capacity and is also used by the mayor and the 

employees of the municipality. Most kilometres however are driven by the inhabitants and 

associations of the village.  

Due to the big success, a second (smaller) e-car (Renault Zoe) will be purchased for car 

sharing in autumn 2014. The good acceptance of the exemplary case motivated other 

municipalities to follow this role model. 

 

One of the following municipalities (in 

May 2014) is Auersthal, also situated in the 

Weinviertel and still centre of the Austrian oil 

production. But it has become evident to the 

citizens that the days of petrol are numbered 

and our energy system has to be converted. 

So, more and more windmills replace the oil 

derricks and the introduction of e-car sharing 

is a logical consequence. The mayor sees the 

car sharing with electric cars as a good 

chance to give his citizens a better 

understanding of the new technology. 

Gaubitsch: Van 4 all 

 

Photo: Gaubitscher Stromgleiter 

Auersthal: Following model works! 

 

Photo: Jakob Sommerhuber, e-go 
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An example from the western part of Austria is 

Thüringerberg in the biosphere reserve 

“Großes Walsertal”. It shows that even in a 

very snowy and mountainous region, car 

sharing with e-cars works (since 2011). The 

car is jointly used by the municipality, by the 

management of the biosphere reserve and by 

some citizens. “It works better than expected”, 

says the manager of the reserve and added 

that in some cases, even ridesharing has 

been organised with the car sharing car. 

Since the next city in the valley, Bludenz, is a 

common goal, people often go there together. 

 

Settlement area: Maronihof 

The Maronihof complex is situated in Bregenz in the West of Austria and was designed 

following sustainability principles, giving priority to high quality architecture, energy efficiency 

and environmental-friendly mobility. 

In Maronihof, 4 cars, one of them 

electric, are shared by 43 members, 

both residents and employees of the 

neighbourhood. Car sharing started in 

2010, 2012 the electric car was 

purchased.  

Due to the easy access and the low-

priced tariffs, the Maronihof members 

are satisfied with the offer and all 

residents switched from private owned 

to shared cars. With around 

50 bookings / month, the electric car is 

the car with the lion’s share, followed 

by the minivan with about 25 bookings 

per month. However, regarding the kilometres travelled, the minivan still beats the electric 

car. 

Hence we can see that the electric car is very popular for short trips in the surrounding, while 

longer trips are still made with the traditional van. The users appreciate the choice between 

different types of cars. 

Thüringerberg: Shared use of a small e-car 

 

Photo: Mobilitätsinstitut Vorarlberg 

Maronihof: Less cars, more place to play 

 

Photo: Ignacio Martinez 
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Feedback – What the users mean1 

Motivation 

The motivation of participating in peer-to-peer e-car sharing in Austria can be broken down to 

three main motivations mentioned by almost all interview partners: curiosity, cost reduction 

and environmental consciousness. 

Some saw a possibility of having access to a car without buying one; some even reducing 

the cars in their household in order to save money by contributing to a sustainable 

environmental model. 

In the pilot areas, the municipalities purchased the e-cars as an official commitment to an 

environmental friendly mobility and sustainability as well as to offer its citizens an additional 

option to be mobile and get in touch with the new technology. The e-cars are used for job 

trips (local authority) and in addition, the residents are offered a cost-effective individual 

transport solution. Not only that offering the e-car to private users is much cheaper than 

expanding the public transport offer, but also do the private users co-finance the vehicle. In 

the end there is a win-win situation and all users are satisfied. 

Concerns 

Of course there were various concerns at the beginning: Municipalities were afraid that not 

enough citizens would apply to participate in the scheme and thus it might not be operated 

cost-effective – this fear turned out being misplaced. The experience was made that only half 

of the members really use the car regularly. 30 members for one car came out to be a good 

number. 

The concerns of the car sharers were different: They doubted about the availability and the 

range of the vehicle and about the charging time. Due to the fact that almost all users had 

never driven an e-car before, they hardly knew anything about this new vehicle type and how 

to deal with it. 

Car sharing experiences 

According to statistics, 90% of all trips are less than 100 km. In practice, no problems are 

emerging, solely a mental change is necessary and the willingness to adapt personal 

behaviour and mindset. 

The initial doubts concerning range turned out not to be a problem at all. But the new 

technology asks for a revised approach in the minds of the users. The charging is different at 

different times of the year (lower temperatures cause faster battery discharge) and the 

displayed range is not very reliable since the energy consumption depends on many factors. 

The difficulty with the range is only a problem before becoming used to e-cars. After some 

time you know that it is more reliable to comply with the bars than to take the “kilometres to 

                                                           
1 The contents are based on interviews conducted within the eBRIDGE project, as well as on previous polls (in the 
frame CARUSO and COMPASS projects). The findings from former projects have been further refined with 
interviews in order to get a present picture. 
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drive” in the display for granted. As with every new technology, it is necessary to familiarize 

with the e-car. 

Even the silent driving asks for some new behaviour. For instance, when leaving a parking 

space it is advisable to park the vehicle in a way that enables you to leave the parking space 

driving forwards. If not, you might knock pedestrians down, because they are not warned by 

any motor noise. 

In terms of e-car sharing, timely reservation or planning creativity is necessary. In this way, a 

more deliberate mobility evolves. Spontaneous trips are not always possible when sharing a 

car, because it might be booked already at the time you want to use it. Surprisingly none of 

the interviewees complained about the need to change in behaviour, about half of them 

mentioned it as a positive development. 

The charging time for full charge is about eight 

hours2, so the e-car cannot be charged within a 

short time period and needs its rest at the 

charging station. In reality, this has not posed 

any problems so far, because the users are 

mutually considerate. 

A big wish of the users is a reliable map of 

charging stations, because it turned out that 

the online provided tools (http://www.e-

connected.at/content/e-tankstellenfinder) are 

not updated and contain also stations, which 

are not public or not accessible at any time 

(e.g. only accessible during shopping hours). 

In small municipalities everybody knows each other, which is a benefit for car sharing. The 

social control is better than in a city where hardly anybody knows his neighbour. This way the 

social control regarding cleanliness and timeliness works properly – exceptions included. 

Generally speaking the system is kind of self-regulating. 

In one point all users share the same opinion: It is a good feeling driving an e-car, they all 

like the silent gliding. More than 90 percent of the interviewed users said that it was unusual 

for them to drive without a gear shift, but they like it and find it very comfortable and relaxing. 

Another point mentioned by all of the asked users is that they enjoy the silence and the silent 

gliding. One of them let us know that listening to the radio in the e-car is a real pleasure, with 

no noise predominating the music. 

The booking system was praised for its comfort and easy operation. The established Caruso 

reservation system is an online tool which allows booking, change of the booking, offering a 

lift (and persons can be added), previous check in of the car or earlier start of the trip. One let 

us know that booking the e-car is easier than sending an order to Amazon. 

 

 

                                                           
2 Most cars do not have fast-charging ability. 

Business and private use in rural areas 

 

Photo: Mobilitätsinstitut Vorarlberg 
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The shared system makes it possible to offer 

the e-car sharing to a really fair price to the 

users. The system has not only advantages in 

costs compared to professional car sharing 

organisations, but also in terms of flexibility. 

Furthermore the car is dealt with more care, 

because you know the other users and it is not 

a profit company you are financing. This way it 

is also affordable for persons who cannot 

afford purchasing a car (retirees, students, 

etc.). 

In one site the persons taking care of the car 

cleaning are rewarded with free driving 

kilometres (in Gaubitsch, 25 km for free for cleaning the car), a rather innovative incentive. 

The e-car sharing evolves more communication in the town. Not only that the users talk to 

each other because of the car reservation or offering/asking for a lift, they are meeting other 

residents on their trip to the e-car and talk to each other. The impression of the way to the 

car changed from “I have to do it” to “I do it and it is fine”; in other terms: The way to the e-car 

is seen within a short period of time just as a way, but not as a burden. And it has benefits: 

meeting others, exercise; some feel relaxation walking to the e-car. However this perception 

is limited up to a distance of 15 walking minutes. 

The users like contributing to and spreading the awareness of sustainable mobility. They like 

their role as pioneer and introducing e-mobility to others. And they have become aware of 

the fact that there is a need of finding new ways of mobility; not at least for reaching more 

independency from fossil fuels and saving CO2. 

The municipalities are proud acting as forerunners and can show their e-car as symbol for 

sustainability in their municipality as well as in the towns nearby. 

Change in everyday life 

Job-related trips previously made by private cars are made by bike or shared e-car (in case 

of bad weather conditions, long distances or in case of more storage needed). Trips are 

planned more carefully; this includes leisure trips. 

At the beginning of the implementation the curiosity was the main driving force to participate, 

meanwhile the mindset has changed and the environmental issue and the willingness to 

contribute to a more sustainable way of mobility has prevailed. Moreover, people began to 

notice that the second car is not used most of the time, costing a lot for being driven only for 

a very limited period of time. A shared second car costs far less, causes hardly any troubles 

(in terms of servicing, changing wheels, road tax, insurance, fuel costs, etc.); and – in case of 

a shared e-car – is emission free. 

The overall feedback is very positive, people are more aware of the costs occurring. 

Previously they had not been aware how much they spend on their private car. So even with 

Convenient booking 

 

Photo: Beautyparlour 
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the private car, the awareness and thus the use of it has changed. The car is used now in a 

more efficient way. 

Future of mobility 

The benefit for all users is the fact that an environmental-friendly technology is affordable 

when the e-car is shared. Due to the high purchase costs this is only possible in case a 

community buys an adequate, but still very expensive e-car. This way also maximised the 

use of the e-car; it is driven, rather than standing around. 

Most of the users see a big opportunity in sharing in the future. Some mentioned that a 

change from owning to using will take place. The car is already beginning to lose its role as 

being a status symbol, thus driving social change. 

However, e-car sharing in bigger cities is considered meaningless unless the sharers live in 

the same apartment building. 

An idea for the future is to establish a shopping day for elderly residents once a week (in the 

morning, four to five persons). This way the communication could be fostered and the 

retirees would be more mobile and could do their shopping without asking anybody for a lift 

and could socialize more easily. 

The next step in development includes charging without cable, but simply driving over a plate 

(induction charging). However, the first step to be taken has to be better (faster) charging 

stations, a denser network of standard charging facilities (uniform plug), and simplification in 

terms of billing/access (at present you need different cards, you cannot charge your vehicle 

at any charging station). 

One possible scenario for the future is that the e-cars are mainly privately owned and for 

longer distances plug-in hybrids will be rented. 

Findings 

The shared e-car in a sparsely populated area can (in most cases) only replaces the second 

car at present due to the lack of public transport. 

The location of the shared car has to be in the centre in order to enable all citizens having 

access to it. Of course it is necessary to install a charging station at the shared car’s location. 

In the best case, the car is located in a garage (or a sheltered location) – in regions with 

much snow this is a must. 

The system works well with about 30 participants (of which half use the car regularly) and 

can nearly cover its costs. 

It is necessary that one person takes over the organisation and implementation and acts in 

case of necessity as contact person for the car sharing members. The person has to be an 

idealist, taking care of the car sharing project. 

In rural municipalities car sharing works better due to personal contact to the other dwellers; 

thus the car is treated more carefully (in driving as well as in terms of cleanliness) and also 

the renting times are kept. Social control works! 
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Potential of e-car sharing 

Most of the interviewed users see the future of vehicles in sharing instead of owning them. 

The car is expected not being a status symbol in the future anymore due to practical reasons 

and changing mobility demands. The burden of owning a car will decline. A high potential is 

seen in associations (e.g. choir, etc.). In the pilot areas the car sharing e-cars have been 

hardly used in the beginning from associations, but their sharing share increased steadily. 

At present the average e-car sharing user is in their forties. In Gaubitsch one gardener and 

one tailor use the e-van for delivering. 

Still a high potential lies in the following user groups: 

 Retirees / elderly people (constraint: internet) 

 Students / young persons 

 Home-staying parents (during daytime) 

 Farmers 

 Businessmen / shopkeepers (during daytime; for goods delivery) – benefit for the 
business (marketing: emission-free delivery!) 

Recommendations 

The perfect car 

The perfect e-car for all regions does not exist, 

because the users’ needs vary a lot in the 

different regions. Thus each region has to find 

its perfect e-car. The following hints can give 

assistance. 

It is absolutely necessary to contemplate for 

which user group the car will be offered and to 

consider their demands (number of seats, 

loading capacity). When the car should be for 

transportation, a bigger car with more storage 

room has to be chosen (e.g. for businessmen, 

associations…). A multifunctional car offers 

most flexibility. 

Also the additional equipment should be considered in advance (seats for children, clothes 

trail…) and ordered together with the car, best as fixed gear. 

The use of the car at the pilots varied a lot: job-related, for everyday life (doctor’s visits, 

transport, shopping…), on weekends for leisure trips (skiing, hiking, swimming, visiting 

friends…), in the evenings for visits of events, concerts…etc. 

Depending on the type of use, the shared car will be booked. E.g. in the evenings and on the 

weekends, because there is no public transport, during daytime: running errands, job-related. 

Go skiing with EV – it sometimes works 

 

Photo: Mobilitätsinstitut Vorarlberg 
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Special hint concerning the use of an e-car: It is more useful not to comply with the displayed 

range of the car than looking at the charge of the battery (the bars in the display). This is big 

adoption in behaviour, but much more reliable. 

The booking system  

The municipalities opted for Caruso booking system due to two reasons: reliable and user-

friendly system with reasonable costs, limited effort necessary. 

The first municipalities started with a key-box (access with code) to hand over the keys, but 

since the interface to a car sharing computer is available (access with smart card), they opt 

for this modern solution. The everyday usage has to be very convenient and stable. With the 

key detector the car is unblocked automatically after returning it. Moreover it avoids that 

people forget to return the key. 

The possibility to book the car on mobile devices came out to be very useful and more and 

more accepted. The mobile website from Caruso runs on every platform and has not to be 

installed. 

There is an additional benefit: the Caruso system allows offering rides when booking the car 

and other users can ask for it. That means that some trips are even more effective through 

ridesharing. 

 

 

 

“The people’s minds represent the restraints, not technology!” - This statement really 

puts it in a nutshell. 
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The Project 

eBRIDGE is a co-funded EU project to promote electric fleets for urban 

travel in European cities. The project aims to bring innovation and new 

technologies to make today’s mobility cleaner, more efficient and 

sustainable. 

The project explores alternatives to the current mobility patterns and 

evaluate whether electric mobility is a feasible option to make cities 

cleaner and more sustainable. 

The seven pilots, Berlin (Germany), Milan (Italy), Lisbon (Portugal), Vigo (Spain), Valencia 

(Spain), a selection of Austrian municipalities and Carmarthen (Wales) are developing 

actions to optimise operational fleet performance, test and launch solutions to increase the 

convenience and ease of use of car sharing offers and finally, raise awareness among the 

target groups through engaging marketing approaches on the suitability of electric mobility 

for urban transport and commuting. 

The eBRIDGE team involves technical experts, academics, associations, public 

administrations, mobility providers and public transport and car sharing operators. 

 

 



 

 


